CATEGORY

Cash Handling Security Products

PRODUCT NAME

Versapak Secure Cash Bag

PRODUCT CODE

CCB & CCBH

DESCRIPTION

Versapak secure cash bags are specially designed for storing and transporting cash in a tamper
evident manner. They were designed by working with cash offices and companies who were looking
for a tamper evident method to move money on a daily basis without using disposable bags. Now
available with a handle.

KEY FEATURES

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

High quality manufacturing and material means these bags won't tear or burst
A seamless bottom supports a heavy load
A brass eyelet can be used for storage
Incorporates the Versapak tamper evident zip closure for security seal
Internal entry address/identification window takes standard Versapak address labels
Cost effective solution to money storage and handling
(CCBH) Features convenient carry handle to help carry multiple bags with ease, and made from
high quality durable, weather-resistant material

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

Without Handle
Small CCB
▪ 152 x 178 x 50mm
Medium CCB
▪ 267 x 267 x 50mm
Large CCB
▪ 356 x 356 x 50mm

SPECIFICATION

▪ Material - Heavy quality PVC coated polyester
▪ Available as CCBH cash bags with carry handle to help carry multiple bags. Available in
Small/Medium

▪ Customisation and over printing options available subject to a minimum order quantity - contact
us for details

▪ Available in a choice of colours
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY
SECURITY

1
Use with Versapak Security Seals to ensure that the contents of the bag remains secure.
Contact Us
UK Email - info@versapak.co.uk
UK Website - www.versapak.co.uk
Rest of the World Email - info@versapakinternational.com
Rest of the World Website - www.versapakinternational.com
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With Handle
Small CCB0H
▪ 102x208x50mm
Medium CCB1H
▪ 216x317x50mm
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